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Internet-Based Support for Process-Oriented Instant Virtual Enterprises

The ever-increasing complexity of contemporary products and services demands business supply chains that ultimately involve a large number of autonomous organizations. Competitive markets require these chains to be highly agile, effective, and efficient, which organizations can achieve by forming dynamic virtual enterprises within supplier networks, called instant virtual enterprises (IVEs). The authors present the CrossWork system, which helps these organizations efficiently create and operate IVEs by providing automated, Internet-based support for the composition, setup, and execution of global business processes. This article uses the automotive domain to illustrate the system’s optimal use.

In the past, businesses often operated in stand-alone mode or relied on rather static networks of cooperating organizations. Today, competition has become fiercer, fueled by relatively recent developments such as the globalization of business, shortened time-to-market requirements, and increased market transparency. Products and services to be delivered to customers are, on one hand, quickly increasing in complexity and, on the other, subject to increasingly frequent modifications and replacements. To comply with these market settings, organizations must shift their priorities to flexibility and the ability to change if they want to survive. Therefore, dynamically established cooperation among organizations is becoming much more of a requirement to meet market demands.

Accordingly, we’ve seen the emergence of new business models focused on new business abilities that rely on intensive collaboration between autonomous business entities based on dynamic partnering. We call this model the instant virtual enterprise (IVE) — a temporary business entity executing a dynamically composed, global business process to achieve a specified business goal. Compared to a traditional VE, an IVE is more dynamic and must rely more on its members’ existing business processes. It’s more dynamic in the sense that its life span typically is on the order of days to months, whereas traditional VEs have a life span on the...
The CrossWork system in its instant virtual enterprise (IVE) context is designed to provide an integrated approach that goes significantly further than existing systems for supporting interorganizational business processes and VEs.

An early effort in the interorganizational workflow management field is the Workflow Based Internet Services (WISE) project, which aimed to provide a software platform for process-based, business-to-business electronic commerce. WISE, however, relied on static business consortia, in which business processes are designed manually. The CrossFlow project made a step toward dynamic collaboration by developing concepts and technology for workflow support in dynamic VEs. However, these VEs are limited to dynamic service outsourcing between pairs of organizations with standardized services within a business domain. As such, the approach is too limited for complex VEs in which arbitrary numbers of organizations collaborate in a peer-to-peer fashion to produce complex products and services. Several recent research efforts have attempted to develop flexible workflow support — for example, ADEPT (Application Development Based on Encapsulated Pre-modeled Process Templates) — but, in general, they focus on the flexible specification and execution of single workflows, whereas IVE support requires the flexible integration of multiple workflows across autonomous organizations.

Researchers have proposed software agents to manage business processes, using autonomy and negotiation capabilities to determine the best course of action under unexpected conditions. They've also developed agent-based approaches in the area of interorganizational business process management. But such approaches often specify local interaction protocols between individual agents instead of focusing on explicit global business processes. In our work, we consider explicitly specified global business processes as the starting point for running IVEs. In other words, our approach relies on well-defined global behavior across collaborating parties, rather than emerging behavior generated by the local behavior of collaborating parties.

Researchers have also proposed agents to support various e-business scenarios — more specifically, to support the formation and operation of virtual organizations (VOs). The use of agents allows splitting VO construction tasks into subtasks and inviting bids by other agents to take on these subtasks. In one work, an agent receiving such an invitation can propose a ready-made service and a team or decompose the invitation in turn. These decisions are informed by constraint-based reasoning and quality-of-service provisions. In contrast to this service-based approach focusing on VO creation, CrossWork provides a process-based approach covering both creation and operation of VOs.
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order of months to years. Moreover, IVEs must rely more on existing — and hence typically heterogeneous — business processes because their short life span doesn’t allow adjustment of local business processes (typically neither time- nor cost-wise). Hence, an IVE poses more demands on its infrastructure than a traditional VE.

An explicit process-oriented approach is of paramount importance to make an IVE work effectively. Given its inherent complexity, automated support for this process-oriented approach is required to make it work efficiently. However, an IVE’s dynamic and transient character makes traditional business process management technology extremely inadequate, so this approach calls for a more advanced, end-to-end solution.

In this article, we present a system for automated support of IVEs from their construction up to their operation. A consortium of research institutes, software development firms, and industrial end-user organizations has already realized this system in the European CrossWork project. We show here how separation of concerns in the IVE life cycle leads to a high-level architecture; we also discuss the implications for the selection and combination of information technology to support an IVE. Essentially, we’ve found that a single technology paradigm doesn’t provide the ideal basis for IVE support, but a combination of workflow, agent, and service technologies on top of an Internet infrastructure constitutes a good hybrid platform. As such, the CrossWork system uses approaches from several
technology domains; a brief overview of related research efforts appears in the sidebar.

**The Instant Virtual Enterprise Concept**

Tight collaboration in a VE implies that collaborating business organizations’ local processes must synchronize at a possibly highly detailed level. This means that local business processes must actually be “woven” into a global business process.

Because they operate in frequently changing markets, VEs can’t maintain a stable character over time: changing market demands require adding new business competences, rendering existing business competences obsolete, or forcing different selection criteria for quality-of-service parameters. An IVE provides a solution by dynamically selecting collaborating partners and weaving the interorganizational links between their local processes. These local business processes usually remain stable over time because they depend heavily on previous investments (for example, physical production infrastructures).

Figure 1 shows an example IVE in a business market consisting of a set of possible business partners (seven are shown, but in practice, the number is usually much greater). Here, four organizations have organized into an IVE, each with their local business processes shown inside the ellipses. The local business processes of the partners within the IVE are organized into a global process by adding the links between the ellipses in such a way that the global process design takes process dependencies into account and meets overall process-quality requirements (such as throughput times).

We can apply IVEs in many dynamic markets — for example, to produce a specific series of complex products (such as automobiles), to provide complex services in a temporary market situation (such as complex financial services), or to handle dynamically occurring large-scale events (such as the operation of major sports or entertainment events). The trigger to create an IVE is a new business opportunity in a specific market, as observed by an organization operating in that market. As input for the IVE creation process, this organization specifies this opportunity as a concrete, high-level business goal. This process then goes through four phases in a semiautomated fashion:

1. The CrossWork system decomposes the high-level goal into a set of operational business goals with the assistance of a domain expert. The decomposition uses generally accepted knowledge about the domain in which the market operates — for example, in an industrial manufacturing market, this knowledge can be contained in an extended bill of materials.

2. For each identified operational business goal, the system, with the assistance of a market expert, identifies a collaboration partner in the market that can fulfill this goal (possibly the organization that initiated the IVE creation itself). This identification is based on potential partners’ capabilities as well as location and quality-of-service attributes.

3. The system retrieves the external specifications of the selected partners’ local business processes. These specifications are abstractions from the actual processes in these organizations, so they hide sensitive or irrelevant details.\(^1\) The system then composes the local business processes into a global process by weaving interorganizational control flows between them (as illustrated in Figure 1), assisted by a business process designer.

4. Finally, the system maps the composed global business process onto the IVE’s distributed infrastructure and executes it there. One of the IVE partners performs the task of global process coordinator (possibly the IVE initiator); all the other partners contribute by executing...
their respective local business processes and synchronizing with the global process.

This life cycle isn’t strictly linear, however — something can go wrong in any phase. For example, it might not be possible to form an acceptable team in the team-formation phase on the basis of the specified goal decomposition. Likewise, it might not be possible to construct an acceptable global business process based on the selected team members’ local processes. In such cases, it’s necessary to revert to the previous life-cycle phase and redo the work there.

We can best illustrate the IVE concept with an example. In the CrossWork project, we used supply chains in the automotive industry as the application area. VEs are common in the complex supply chains required to produce today’s automobiles, and the fact that the automotive market has become increasingly dynamic, as a consequence both of global competition and a shortening life span of product types, underscores the fact that these VEs must in turn become more dynamic as well. This led naturally to our concept of an IVE operating in so-called Networks of Automotive Excellence (NoAEs).3

In the CrossWork project, we conducted several case studies, but for the sake of brevity, we describe a simple case study here to apply the CrossWork system in a real-world context: a major European truck builder that assembles preconstructed modules to build its trucks.

A simple example of such a module is a water tank that consists of five main parts, each of which is produced by a specialized company: a tank body, a motor pump, a grommet, a dispenser, and a sealing ring. Apart from this, a production must be prepared and a water pump assembled from its constituents. In this case study, “produce a water tank” is a global goal that the truck builder gives to a supplier operating in a NoAE. Using the bill of materials for the water tank, the supplier uses the CrossWork system to decompose the global goal into operational subgoals, find collaboration partners in the NoAE that can fulfill these subgoals, and weave their local processes into a global, IVE-level process. In the global process, the system can choose parallelism to produce the water tank parts because there are no dependencies between local processes. More complex examples, however, might require synchronizations, leading to complex control flows between local processes. After verification and prototyping, the system executes the newly formed global process on the IVE’s distributed infrastructure.

The CrossWork System

The CrossWork system’s architecture is closely related to the IVE life-cycle structure: each of the life cycle’s four phases is explicitly supported by modules in the architecture (see Figure 2, where each vertical column coincides with a life-cycle phase).

The first three columns together form the CrossWork architecture’s front end, which supports IVE construction. The modules rely on knowledge used for automated reasoning, as depicted by the knowledge bases coupled with the modules. CrossWork works with different organizations, which naturally have different knowledge formats and knowledge bases. To kick-start itself, the system imports core concepts and reference knowledge structures5 into the CrossWork knowledge bases for the reasoning mechanisms. The modules supporting these mechanisms are designed to query an organization when a module encounters gaps in a knowledge base (using the user interfaces shown). The answers are recorded into the knowledge base, thus gradually filling the gaps and increasing the level of automation possible through CrossWork.

The fourth column forms the architecture’s back end, which supports IVE operation — that is, global business process execution. The back end has three main modules. The global enactment module is responsible for process management at the IVE level (for interorganizational...
Process synchronization); it has a user interface for global process monitoring. The local enactment modules are responsible for enacting local processes within a single IVE member’s boundaries; these modules are workflow servers that connect to several workflow clients at the member. These workflow clients are the interactive interfaces to human workers in the IVE process. Finally, the legacy integration module provides interfaces to legacy systems run by individual IVE members.

We chose bidirectional interfaces in the link from goal decomposition to the global enactment modules to support the life-cycle backtracking, as discussed earlier: if a module can’t fulfill its task, it calls back the previous module and requests a rework. The bidirectional interfaces in the right-most column of Figure 2 are needed for synchronization during process enactment. Note that the interface between the process-composition and global enactment modules is of a special kind; we discuss this so-called paradigm bridge in more detail later.

Obviously, automated support for an IVE must be highly distributed, given that the IVE itself consists of possibly many distributed, autonomous parties with preexisting local information systems that must be integrated into the global process. The CrossWork system’s bottom-level communication infrastructure layer is rooted in the Internet, so the use of standards such as HTTP in this infrastructure provides the communication basis for application functionality in the higher layers.

CrossWork’s application level has different requirements for the front- and back-end platforms. On one hand, the front end has requirements in the fields of goal orientation and support for the reasoning mechanisms needed to implement the IVE construction algorithms. For this reason, we chose a multi-agent system (MAS) platform as the basis for the front-end application layer (more specifically, the JADE platform; http://jade.tilab.com). On the other hand, the back end has requirements with respect to portability and interoperability to support IVE process enactment in a distributed, heterogeneous environment. To comply with contemporary systems integration practice, we use service-oriented computing (SOC) technology as the basis for the back-end application layer, employing technology from the Web services stack.

After choosing these two platforms, the question remained how to combine them. One option would have been to encapsulate agent-oriented modules into service-oriented wrappers. Another would be to encapsulate service-oriented modules into agent-oriented wrappers. However, because the front- and back-end requirements are so distinctly different, we decided to avoid the encapsulation option and use MAS and SOC technology side by side, as in Figure 3. In the MAS environment, business process management technology is embedded for process identification, composition, verification, and prototyping, whereas in the SOC environment, workflow management technology is embedded for local business process execution.

Next, we needed to choose the system’s specification languages. The front end required something expressive enough to specify all relevant aspects of IVE configurations. For this purpose, we developed the electronic sourcing markup language (eSML) language. Extendable expressiveness and easy manipulation are its main design criteria; the language is XML-based to fit the Internet environment. eSML also uses the business process specification language XRL as its control flow core. The back end requires interoperability and portability with respect to global process engines, so the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) was the obvious choice (www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=wsbpel).

Given the differences in the platform and specification languages between the front and back ends, we needed an interface to close the gap. Our XSLT-based paradigm bridge accord-
The goal decomposition module supports semiautomatic decomposition of business goals. The goal can be well-defined—for instance, an order specification might contain a full bill of materials, such as in the water tank example. In this case, goal decomposition follows the bill of materials’ tree structure: constructed subgoals correspond to the preparation of production (specifically, the production of the water tank parts, and the assembly of those parts into the completed water tank). However, in other cases, the goal can be quite vague, allowing substantial flexibility in how it can be fulfilled.

The team-formation module supports semiautomatic formation of IVE teams by using two complementary reasoning approaches. The module can compose a team by following a centralized top-down approach, which is good for saturated markets and well-specified goals allowing decomposition into detailed services. In the case of sparse markets in which services aren’t predefined, we can use a bottom-up composition approach based on a blackboard communication paradigm. Agents representing service providers observe the requested services advertised on this blackboard and identify when they might be able to provide a partial solution for a given service. If they’re interested in providing this service, they display their partial solution on the board, inviting complementary partial solutions from other providers. By filling the market knowledge base, this approach supports a gradual transition toward fully automated team formation as well. This blackboard communication paradigm is based on agent-oriented standards in which agents exchange service requests and offers. Note that service-oriented standards such as UDDI are based on publishing existing services and aren’t geared toward requesting new ones, hence they aren’t usable here.

The process-composition module has the task of building global processes by combining local processes and assuring their quality. Process composition takes potential IVE members’ local processes as given, so IVE design obtains flexibility by intelligently interweaving several local processes. This form of process composition distinguishes CrossWork from other approaches that use simpler composition (such as strict client-server composition). CrossWork’s approach to process composition consists of three steps. First, it derives dependencies between activities based on types of input and output messages. Next, it types these abstract dependencies with concrete branching types such as AND and XOR to indicate alternative respectively parallel branches.

The software agent containing the composition algorithm can compute required global process qualities, such as a global process’s maximum throughput time, to assist in achieving optimal process configurations. Given the dynamic and short-lived character of IVEs, we can’t extensively assess composed processes in field tests. This implies that we must place more emphasis on automated support for quality control in the process-composition phase, which is why the process-composition module contains process-verification and prototyping functionality. When a composed global process fails at a verification or prototyping test, the module automatically requests a new process composition or even team formation. The module performs automated process verification (for example, for correct termination) by using the Woflan process-verification tool. It can also use the lightweight prototyping platform XRL/Flower for dynamic process evaluation. The fact that eSML uses XRL as its control flow core enables easy integration of XRL/Flower into the CrossWork system.
The Service-Oriented Back End

The CrossWork back end supports the execution of dynamically composed global business processes in IVEs using SOC technology. We adopted a two-level approach to process execution in CrossWork: global process orchestration and local process execution. In so doing, we obtain both a separation of concerns between IVE level process synchronization and local business process execution on one hand and an architectural decoupling between global and local process-management technology on the other.

The global enactment module performs the global process orchestration. The basis for this module is a standard BPEL engine — Active BPEL (www.activebpel.org) in this case. The fact that we use a paradigm bridge allows independent technical choices for dedicated process manipulation in the front end and off-the-shelf process-enactment technology in the back end. Consequently, we can accommodate the deployment of other process engines by simply changing the bridge. The global enactment module is coupled to a user interface for IVE-level process monitoring; this interface displays the global IVE process's state. The local enactment module provides the local process execution functionality. This module is based on a standard workflow management system — i.Perform (www.exodus.gr) in this case.

For the design of the bidirectional interface between the global and local enactment modules, we followed the Business Process Web Services (BP-WS) approach,12 which extends basic Web services with process-oriented elements in the form of business process specifications and business process states that other Web services can access through a set of dedicated interfaces (ports). Specifically, we used four BP-WS classes and their different control-flow interface levels12 as the basis for the CrossWork system: black box, glass box, half-open box, and open box. In the black-box class, process structures and hence process-instance states remain opaque to other organizations — consequently, the class doesn't support fine-grained process-based interaction. In the glass-box class, process structures and states are visible to external parties, but those parties can't influence these states — that is, the class supports synchronization by observation. The half-open box class allows external control over process states in one direction, whereas the open box class allows it in both directions. This means that these classes support synchronization by active interference. This interorganizational process control is supported by offering process-control primitives (such as “pause process” and “resume process”) in the interface to other parties. Using these primitives enables the IVE’s fine-grained, process-based interaction. Each IVE member can decide whether to expose specific details of its services by using the BP-WS classes. Members specify selected internals of their business processes to the outside world using eSML (for process composition in the front end) or BPEL (for monitoring and control in the back end).

The local enactment module supports Web-based remote clients. This remote client technology lets process engines reside at different IVE members (other than the clients they serve), enabling a workflow application service provider topology in which partners with limited automated process-management resources can be included in IVEs with high levels of process automation. This possibility is essential to support free composition of IVEs in application domains in which automated business process support technology isn’t yet generally available at all partners. The automotive domain targeted in the CrossWork project exemplifies this concept; Figure 4 shows an enactment topology that we could use for the water tank example we introduced earlier. In
the figure, we see five autonomous organizations, A through E, which together form a simple IVE. Each organization produces one of the five parts of the water tank (as shown in the legend); organization A also takes care of the production preparation and water tank assembly. The CrossWork system enacts the global process on the global process engine located at organization A, which monitors it through the monitoring user interface. All five partners enact the local processes by using local workflow clients connected to local process engines at organizations B and C.

The last module in the back-end architecture is the legacy integration module, which enables flexible coupling of IVE members’ legacy systems, such as enterprise resource planning systems. Tight coupling of these systems to IVE processes is of major importance for an IVE’s effective operation: legacy systems are often the core support for IVE partners’ primary business processes. The legacy integration module’s implementation relies on several technologies. It uses the Java-based J2EE Connector Architecture technology solution to connect application servers and enterprise information systems and Enterprise Java Beans as server-side components to encapsulate applications’ business logic. It also uses Apache Axis to provide a Web service interface and to develop client classes for Web service connectors.

CrossWork is a new step toward end-to-end support for dynamically created, process-centric IVEs. This approach truly is end-to-end because it includes all tasks, from IVE goals manipulation up to IVE process execution. So far, we’ve tested the CrossWork system in several automotive application scenarios, a simple example of which we described here. However, the CrossWork approach and architecture are highly modular, allowing for extension in several directions. Most notably, more advanced algorithms for increasing agent intelligence in the front-end modules are an interesting direction for further research. We’re currently applying the CrossWork approach in additional research. One direction is extending the approach’s functionality and the other is applying it in domains with specific requirements, such as the financial industry and healthcare.
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